
  

THE LENS

How does a lens work?



  

“Although a good lens is essential for making crisp, sharp photographs, you don't
Actually need one to take pictures.” - London p 27

An image from a pinhole 
camera



  

● A “camera” can be constructed using very 
basic materials that mimic an aperture “a 
pinhole” and a “sensor” (a piece of film, a 
sheet of light sensitive photographic paper)

● These images are not as clear, but can still 
yield surprisingly strong results



  

Think of a modern lens like a magnifying glass – only more sophisticated.

“Its main function is to project a sharp, undistorted image onto the light-sensitive surface.” 
p.27 London textbook 

2 MAIN DIFFERENCES IN LENS CHARACTERISTICS:

1) FOCAL LENGTH

The distance between the center of a lens or curved mirror and its focus point. 

2) LENS SPEED

This refers to Maximum Aperture: the widest aperture to which the lens diaphragm can be opened. 
A lens that is “faster” than another opens to a wider aperture and admits more light;
 it can be used in dimmer light or with a faster shutter speed. 



  

p27

The focal length of the lens is 
the distance between the 
lens and the image sensor 
when the subject is in focus,
usually stated in millimeters
(e.g., 28 mm, 50 mm, or 100 mm). 

In the case of zoom lenses, 
both the minimum and maximum 
focal lengths are stated, 
for example 18–55 mm.

- Nikon definition



  

FOCAL LENGTH

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4CoEsqePADw



  

FOCAL LENGTH

****** Focal length, usually represented in millimeters (mm), is the most important description marker of 
photographic lens types. ******

It is not a measurement of the actual length of a lens, but a calculation of an 
optical distance from the point where light rays converge to form a sharp 
image of an object to the digital sensor or 35mm film at the focal plane in the camera. 

The focal length of a lens is determined when the lens is focused at “infinity”.

Normal 
lens

Wide
lens

↔ = focal length



  

The focal length tells us the angle of view meaning 
how much of the scene will be captured.
It also determines magnification -- how large individual elements will be.



  

The longer the focal length
(the “bigger” the lens)                 ----- > the narrower the angle of view + higher magnification. 



  

The shorter the focal length
(the “smaller” the lens)                -----> the wider the angle of view + lower magnification



  

12 mm 24 mm

50 mm 70 mm

135 mm 200 mm



  



  



  

Very simply, it is the distance from the lens to the film, when focused on a subject at infinity. In other words, focal length equals image distance for a far subject. To focus on something closer than infinity, the lens is moved farther away from the film. This is why most lenses get longer when you turn the focusing ring. The distances follow this formula:



  

LENS TYPES
PRIME                    VS.         ZOOM

FIXED FOCAL LENGTH VS. ADJUSTABLE FOCAL LENGTH

important facts:
● There are prime telescopic lenses 

and adjustable zoom telephone lenses

● For Zoom lenses (adjustable lenses)
 both the minimum and maximum
 focal lengths are stated, for example 
18–55 mm



  

PRIME

● A prime lens is a lens with a fixed focal length (also commonly referred to as a “fixed lens”).
●  What this means is that such a lens has a set angle of view which can not be changed – 

unless you move, you can not make the image appear larger or smaller within the frame.
The only way of enlarging your subject and making it fill more of the frame is by physically 
getting closer to it. In turn, the only way to fit more into the frame is to step back.

● Prime lenses have a single specified focal length, like 50mm. They come in all kinds of sizes and
focal lengths, from fisheye to super telephoto. Examples of prime lenses: Nikon 50 f/1.8G, 
Canon 800mm f/5.6L IS, Sigma 35mm f/1.4.

Minolta 50mm
“Normal” Standard
Lens



  

ZOOM

● A zoom lens, on the other hand, 
has a variable focal length. 
By turning the zoom ring, you 
move optical elements inside the 
lens to achieve a different 
angle of view. This means that you 
can make objects appear larger by
turning the zoom ring in one 
direction, or fit more objects into the
frame by turning it in the opposite 
direction.

● Zoom lenses have two specifications
which represent the two extremes of
the zoom range, for exampl
 – 70-200mm. Such a lens may act 
as a 70mm focal length lens, 
a 200mm focal length lens and 
everything in-between.



  

prime 1)cost
2)size and weight
3)learning factor
4)aesthetics and 
lighting versatility 
most can go wider 
aperture than zoom 
lenses, can achieve 
shallower depth of field

zoom 1)versatility – different 
situations, povs 
immediately
2)image stabilization 
internal optical 
elements move and 
shift to counter camera 
shake
3) portability 
(subjective) – can 
replace 3 fixed lenses

advantages



  

Lens Types Cont'd
(35 mm film cameras)

○ NORMAL                ○ WIDE                 ○ LONG   



  

LENS TYPES

○ NORMAL focal length lens    

-mimics human vision

-angle of view similar to human eye

-relative size and spacing of near and far objects appear undistorted

IMPORTANT: the size of the film used in a particular camera determines what focal length is 
“normal” for it.

As a general rule: the focal length of a normal lens is approximately equal to the diagonal across the 
image frame. Therefore, cameras that use film larger than 35mm have longer focal lengths for 
their normal lenses. 

21/4 x 23/4 inch film (35mm camera film) NORMAL LENS ----> 50 mm

           4x5 inch film (medium format film) NORMAL LENS ----> 150 mm      



  

Advantages of normal lenses:
-generally faster
-can be designed with wider maximum apertures that admit more light
-good for hand held shots because a wide aperture permits a fast shutter speed
-lighter, more compact
-less expensive

But ...
-some photographers with 35mm or full frame cameras regularly use a 
35mm focal length rather than 50mm because they prefer a wider view etc...



  

Image taken with a pentax 1000 normal lens at night 400 speed film



  

 ○ LONG focal length lens (telephoto lenses)

-brings things closer, just like a telescope

-the angle of view narrows and what is shown is enlarged

-useful when you are far from the subject and would to frame a closer up view 
from your location

IMPORTANT: the size of the film used in a particular camera determines what 
focal length is “LONG” for it.

- A popular medium long lens for a 35mm full framed camera is 105mm

21/4 x 23/4 inch film (35mm camera film) MEDIUM LONG LENS ----> 105mm

             



  

Advantages of medium long & long lenses:
- medium long lens is useful for portraits because the photographer can be 
relatively far from the subject and still fill the image frame. Many people feel more at
ease if the camera is not too close
- Long lenses give a photographer an alternative to the type of perspective distortion 
exhibited by shorter focal length lenses where
different portions of a subject in a photograph can appear out of proportion to 
each other.
- Long lenses also make it easier to blur the background more,  even when the depth
 of field is the same. Photographers will sometimes use this effect 
to defocus the background in an image to "separate" it from the subject. 
This background blurring can be referred to as “bokeh” by photographers.

Things to remember
-less depth of field: DOF decreases so that less of the scene is in focus at any given
Fstop
-not all long lenses are telephoto lenses even though many photographers will use 
These terms interchangeably
-long lenses require careful focus because the effect of even slight movement during
Exposure can be more apparent due to their decreased depth of field and limited 
Aperture “speed”



  

Sara Farid Amin



  

 ○ WIDE focal length lenses

- sometimes called “wide-field” lenses
- the angle of view is wider than normal eyes can optically see
-  to photograph the big scene OR
-  to capture a smaller scene in a limited amount of space 
-  to create a close-to-subject perspective that gives the viewer a sense of presence

THINGS TO REMEMBER:
- the shorter the focal length of a lens, the more the scene will be sharp 
(greater depth of field)
- wide-angle “distortion”: a wide angle lens can seem to distort an image and produce 
strange
Perspective effects. Sometimes these are directly due to the lens (e.g. A fisheye lens) 
but more often 
They happen because of the photographer moving too close to the subject with a wide 
angle lens. Our 
Impression of perspective is based on size relationships that depend on lens to subject 
distance. 
p. 35 in textbook next slide

IMPORTANT: the size of the film used in a particular camera determines what 
focal length is “LONG” for it. A popular WIDE ANGLE lens for a 35mm full framed camera is 
105mm 21/4 x 23/4 inch film (35mm camera film) WIDE ANGLE LENS ----> 28mm



  



  



  



  


